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FOREIGN MINERS’ GRAB OF APACHE SACRED LAND SUDDENLY HALTED 
 

U.S. HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY FINDS U.S. FOREST SERVICE VIOLATED NATIVE 
AMERICANS’ RIGHTS IN OAK FLAT SACRED LAND CRISIS 

 
Rio Tinto and BHP’s Notorious Land Grab Must Be Reversed 

 
The U.S. Must Stop Violating Native American Religious Freedom and Human Rights  

 
(Oak Flat, Apache Sacred Land – Dec. 17, 2020) – On the eve of the sixth anniversary of the passage of a 
notorious Congressional rider that was stuffed into a defense appropriations bill at the midnight hour by 
special foreign interests, the U.S. Forest Service was forced to halt its ramrodding of the Oak Flat land 
grab.  
 
The December 2014 rider to the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 2015 set up the legal 
shortcuts for the Anglo-Australian corporate capture of Native American sacred land which would be 
totally destroyed by the massive copper mine proposed to be imposed there.  
 
On Tuesday, December 15, 2020, the President’s Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) 
responded to the request of the San Carlos Apache Tribe and issued a formal report of its five-month 
investigation of the Forest Service’s conduct of the legal process required by Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 
 
NHPA Section 106 requires federal agencies to avoid and minimize any adverse effects to historic 
property, and to mitigate for unavoidable adverse effects in considering any approval of the plans, such 
as those for the proposed copper mine. 
 
In response to the ACHP’s report, Dr. Wendsler Nosie, Sr., former Chairman of the San Carlos Apache 
Tribe and spokesperson for the nonprofit Apache Stronghold organization, stated: 
 

"Well I’m happy with the news, but we shouldn’t have ever been at this point of losing a religious 
and holy place, a unique environmental land base, water to sustain all life, and protecting all 
America's interest first. If only the United States leadership and Tonto National Forest would have 
followed the laws, we wouldn’t have been invaded by these foreign mining companies.  
 
I pray this action goes forward to reopen Congress’ destructive decision which gave the foreign 
copper miners exemptions from the federal environmental laws, a decision amplified by greed, 
money and power. We will continue to pray for a miracle to save Oak Flat from being killed. We 
must all remember our children yet to be born have the right to live as we do. To bring them into a 
world of contamination, destruction, and to a Congress who has the ability to manipulate the laws 
is not right.” 
  

(more) 
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The Tribe and Apache Stronghold were supported in this effort with the ACHP by regional and national 
advocacy groups and holistic cultural preservation professionals such as Archaeology Southwest, which 
is based in Tucson, Arizona.  
 
Here are some excerpts from the ACHP’s letter to Tom Torres, Acting Supervisor of the Tonto National 
Forest (TNF), regarding the process of developing a Programmatic Agreement (PA) pursuant to the 
NHPA:  
 

o The TNF had difficulty managing the pace of consultation and coordinating the Section 106 process with 
other federal environmental reviews. This was most evident in the TNF’s communication on the purpose 
and audience for consultation meetings, which was irregular and frequently erratic. Some meetings were 
limited to signatory parties while other meetings purportedly intended to inform and involve the broader 
public but were actually limited to consulting parties. It appears this confusion stemmed from TNF and its 
contractors’ lack of clarity in delineating the Section 106 consultation from the review process and public 
outreach required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In addition, TNF inconsistently 
managed its government-to-government consultation with Indian tribes for this undertaking and the 
coordination of such consultation with the Section 106 review process. While some of this confusion may 
have resulted from the legislated nature of the land exchange, TNF could have better communicated the 
requirements of the legislation while encouraging consulting parties’ input in relevant aspects of the 
decision making process for the undertaking. 

 
o “The ACHP has expressed concerns throughout this consultation about the TNF’s efforts to effectively and 

consistently consult Indian tribes on the resolution of adverse effects and the development of this PA. In this 
case, because of the lack of robust consultation early on in the process and as the agreement was 
developed and revised, the USFS had difficulty managing the consideration of the effects of and 
development of resolution measures for the undertaking and all of its parts to historic properties of religious 
and cultural significance to tribes, which is an essential requirement for carrying out a Section 106 review.” 

 
o “As part of our last round of comments on the draft PA, the ACHP requested the TNF provide an update on 

the implementation of the tribal consultation plan and on the status of the TNF’s efforts to involve tribes in 
the development of the draft PA following the most recent meetings. To date, we have not received a 
response to these questions.” 

 
o “TNF’s communications with consulting parties remain inconsistent and at times lack 

transparency regarding how decisions are being made.” 
 

o “…confusion stemmed from TNF and its contractors’ lack of clarity in delineating the Section 106 
consultation from the review process and public outreach required under the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA). In addition, TNF inconsistently managed its government-to-government consultation with 
Indian tribes for this undertaking and the coordination of such consultation with the Section 106 review 
process.” 

 
o “In addition to difficulties managing the consultation process, the ACHP also observed the TNF 

inconsistently seeking and responding to consulting party comments in a timely manner.” 
 

o “…coupled with sporadic consultation meetings where such revisions could have been more adequately 
explained, TNF left many consulting parties confused on why the draft agreement included certain 
provisions or not.” 
 

o “…the agency’s ability to seek consensus on the resolution of adverse effects has continued to 
suffer from a lack of consistent USFS leadership presence guiding the consultation process.” 

 
It is expected to take several months more before the NHPA Section 106 can be completed. The land 
grab is being pushed by the notorious Rio Tinto mining company through its Anglo-Australian joint 
venture in Arizona with the BHP mining company. The land in jeopardy includes the Apache  
 

(more) 
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traditional cultural property and sacred place, Chi'chil Bildagoteel (“Oak Flat” in Apache), which is also a 
U.S. National Historic District listed in the U.S. Department of the Interior’s National Register of Historic 
Places.  
 
Rio Tinto, the majority owner of its joint venture with fellow mining giant, BHP, has been in serious trouble 
and amidst a corporate shake-up because of its intentional destruction of the ancient and sacred Juukan 
Gorge rock shelters of the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura people in Western Australia’s Pilbara 
region.  
 
In the aftermath, Rio Tinto’s board chairman declared:  
 

"What happened at Juukan was wrong," Mr Thompson said on Friday. "We are determined to 
ensure the destruction of a heritage site of such exceptional archaeological and cultural 
significance never occurs again at a Rio Tinto operation." 
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/rio-tinto-ceo-top-executives-resign-amid-cave-
blast-crisis-20200910-p55uf8.html 
 

Apache Stronghold’s lawyer, Michael V. Nixon, noted:  
 

“This is a welcome, powerful, and elegantly presented official report by the ACHP of its 
investigation. It spotlights the Forest Service’s chronic noncompliance and distortions of the 
NHPA process and the trampling of the religious freedom of Native Americans, and advises the 
Forest Service to get straight.  
 
We shall see if the Forest Service and Rio Tinto-BHP’s executives and investors change their 
attitudes and behavior. The world will also see if Rio Tinto Chairman Simon Thompson’s pledge 
to never do such a thing as the proposed Oak Flat mine was truthful or not.” 

 
Meanwhile, Congress may correct its terrible mistake in facilitating the destruction of this Native 
American sacred place and the free exercise of religion by Native Americans. The “Save Oak Flat Act” 
has been introduced in Congress by Rep. Raul Grijalva (D-AZ) (H.R. 665) and Sen. Bernie Sanders (D-
VT) (S. 173).  
 
Apache Stronghold member Ms. Naelyn Pike urged Congress and all Americans to protect the religious 
freedom of Native Americans and the Apaches at Oak Flat: 
 

"The fight to protect Oak Flat is a battle for the Apache Way of life and our religion. The South 
East Land Exchange passed in 2015 is yet another congressional act of genocide to indigenous 
people. We have come to a time where these horrid cycles need to be broken for our future and 
the yet to be born. People in this country need to stop being bystanders in order for change to 
happen. It’s a time to act now, for all of God’s/Usen’s creations are at stake.”  

 
Apache Stronghold is: 
Apache Stronghold is a 501(c)3 nonprofit community organization of individuals who come together in unity to battle 
continued colonization, defend Holy sites and freedom of religion, and are dedicated to building a better community 
through neighborhood programs and civic engagement. Based in San Carlos, Arizona, Apache Stronghold 
connects Apaches and other Native and non-Native allies from all over the world. Chi'chil Bildagoteel (also known 
as “Oak Flat”) is an historic sacred place for our Apache people and many other Native Americans—a place of 
prayer, the collection of water and medicinal plants for ceremonies and the gathering acorns and other foods, and 
the ceremonial honoring of the Apaches and other Native Americans that are buried here. 
 
More info at: http://apache-stronghold.com/about-us.html  Instagram: @protectoakflat Twitter: @SaveOakFlat 
 

[See attached ACHP letter of December 15, 2020] 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
 

-2637 
Phone: 202-517-0200 • Fax: 202-517-6381 • achp@achp.gov • www.achp.gov 

December 15, 2020 

 

Tom Torres 

Acting Supervisor 

U.S. Forest Service 

Tonto National Forest  

2324 E. McDowell Road 

Phoenix, AZ 85006 

 

Ref: Assessment of Agency Official Compliance, pursuant to 36 C.F.R. § 800.9(a) 

Resolution Copper Mining Project and Land Exchange 

 Tonto National Forest, Pinal County, Arizona  

 ACHP Project Number: 012344 

 

Dear Mr. Torres: 

On July 9, 2020, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) was contacted by Chairman 

Rambler of the San Carlos Apache Tribe regarding the U.S. Forest Service (USFS), Tonto National 

Forest’s (TNF), Section 106 consultation for the proposed Resolution Copper Project and Southeast 

Arizona Land Exchange. In addition to requesting prompt production and implementation of a final 

Programmatic Agreement (PA), Chairman Rambler also requested that the ACHP “review and report” on 

whether the USFS has complied with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and 

its implementing regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 CFR Part 800) for this undertaking. 

On July 21, 2020, we responded to Chairman Rambler with our recommendations (enclosed) on moving 

the consultation process forward as well as committing to review and provide an advisory opinion on the 

USFS’ compliance with Section 106 for this project pursuant to 36 C.F.R. § 800.9(a). The ACHP 

undertook our assessment following our review of the revised PA in September 2020 and outreach to the 

San Carlos Apache Tribe, TNF staff, and other consulting parties, as necessary. Due to our ongoing 

participation in consultation to resolve adverse effects from this undertaking in accordance with 36 CFR § 

800.6(b)(2), the ACHP primarily utilized existing records and ongoing correspondence to develop our 

observations and recommendations.   

Our assessment considers the TNF’s management of the Section 106 consultation process, including 

efforts to identify historic properties and the proposed methods to resolve adverse effects, and makes 

recommendations regarding implementation of the PA following its execution. We also review the 

adequacy of the TNF’s effort to consult with Indian tribes in the Section 106 process. In developing our 

comments, we were cognizant of the constraints placed on the USFS and this undertaking by the 

Southeast Arizona Land Exchange and Conservation Act (Section 3003 of Public Law 113-291), which 

directed the land exchange between the U.S. Government (USDA and U.S. Department of the Interior) 

and Resolution Copper.  
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Based on our participation in this consultation, and a review of the existing documentation, it is evident 

that the TNF was challenged to conduct the consultation since initiating the review process, which 

hindered earlier efforts to reach consensus on ways to resolve adverse effects and may inform consulting 

parties’ concerns regarding the TNF’s ability to implement the PA. Over the last year, the TNF has made 

significant efforts to rectify deficiencies that the ACHP, Indian tribes, the Arizona State Historic 

Preservation Officer (SHPO), and other consulting parties highlighted, to bring the consultation in line 

with the Section 106 regulations. This effort has included the development of a tribal consultation plan, 

assignment of dedicated Heritage staff to manage the consultation process, and revision of the agreement 

in response to consulting parties’ input to include a broad array of measures to resolve adverse effects. 

However, TNF’s communications with consulting parties remain inconsistent and at times lack 

transparency regarding how decisions are being made. Further, it is not always clear how the TNF’s 

Heritage, Tribal Relations, and Environmental Program are managing its consultation responsibilities. 

Therefore, we provide the following observations and recommendations to assist TNF in moving the 

Section 106 review for this undertaking to closure.  

Management of Consultation Process.   

ACHP Observations: The TNF had difficulty managing the pace of consultation and coordinating the 

Section 106 process with other federal environmental reviews. This was most evident in the TNF’s 

communication on the purpose and audience for consultation meetings, which was irregular and 

frequently erratic. Some meetings were limited to signatory parties while other meetings purportedly 

intended to inform and involve the broader public but were actually limited to consulting parties. It 

appears this confusion stemmed from TNF and its contractors’ lack of clarity in delineating the Section 

106 consultation from the review process and public outreach required under the National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA). In addition, TNF inconsistently managed its government-to-government consultation 

with Indian tribes for this undertaking and the coordination of such consultation with the Section 106 

review process. While some of this confusion may have resulted from the legislated nature of the land 

exchange, TNF could have better communicated the requirements of the legislation while encouraging 

consulting parties’ input in relevant aspects of the decision making process for the undertaking.  

Moreover, the management and coordination of consultation meetings was inconsistent, left to agency 

staff who frequently presented conflicting perspectives with limited guidance or facilitation by TNF 

leadership. The ACHP noted improvement at the last consultation meeting in December 2019, which was 

facilitated by a single TNF employee and focused on critical topics in the draft agreement with assistance 

from SHPO and the ACHP. We remind the TNF that its ability to seek, discuss, and consider the views of 

other participants, and, where feasible, seek agreement is only achievable when there is a clear 

understanding of the topics to be discussed and representation by those agency officials who are able to 

take historic preservation concerns into account in their decision making.  

In addition to difficulties managing the consultation process, the ACHP also observed the TNF 

inconsistently seeking and responding to consulting party comments in a timely manner. While the TNF 

has been receptive of and undertook numerous efforts to solicit comments on the draft agreement, the 

agency was not immediately forthcoming in its responses to comments or consistent in how consulting 

parties’ comments were addressed. For example, the ACHP regularly requested the TNF clarify or 

elaborate upon approaches and decisions reached during the consultation process, such as the results of 
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ongoing consultation with Indian tribes or the development of expanded mitigation approaches, to 

understand how the TNF addressed our previous comments. We have seen similar requests in comments 

from other consulting parties, particularly Indian tribes, seeking more nuanced and detailed responses 

from TNF as to how the agency attempted to address their concerns. When coupled with sporadic 

consultation meetings where such revisions could have been more adequately explained, TNF left many 

consulting parties confused on why the draft agreement included certain provisions or not. Specifically, 

consulting parties did not understand how and why the agreement was changed to reflect the addition of 

new invited signatories, revisions to the area of potential effects (APE), or the significant expansion of the 

resolution of adverse effects portion of the PA. While the ACHP is supportive of these revisions and 

believes they significantly improve the draft agreement, the TNF could have more clearly and 

consistently communicated its efforts to revise the draft with all consulting parties.  

ACHP Recommendations: In light of the significant comments and the clear concerns voiced by 

consulting parties on the previous draft version of the PA, the ACHP recommends the TNF provide a 

robust and detailed response to the comments it received following release of the latest draft agreement. 

In order to establish a consistent administrative record, the ACHP further recommends this response 

clarify TNF’s efforts to seek the views of the public on the proposed undertaking’s effects to historic 

properties. This response, which should accompany the TNF’s revised and likely final version of the PA, 

should summarize thoroughly the nature of comments received, how they were considered, and whether 

changes were made to the draft PA. It should also outline the TNF’s next steps and timeline concerning 

execution of the agreement. This response will be critical to documenting the TNF’s requirement as the 

responsible federal agency to maintain an administrative record of the Section 106 review. As noted 

above, this distribution should be done widely and we recommend the TNF, particularly TNF leadership, 

consider making itself available following this release for any final discussions.  The proposed final draft 

PA and the TNF’s responses to comments should also be made available to the public to ensure as much 

transparency as possible. Such actions would help evidence the agency’s decision making so far in 

working to finalize the agreement.      

Tribal consultation.  

ACHP Observations: The ACHP has expressed concerns throughout this consultation about the TNF’s 

efforts to effectively and consistently consult Indian tribes on the resolution of adverse effects and the 

development of this PA. In this case, because of the lack of robust consultation early on in the process and 

as the agreement was developed and revised, the USFS had difficulty managing the consideration of the 

effects of and development of resolution measures for the undertaking and all of its parts to historic 

properties of religious and cultural significance to tribes, which is an essential requirement for carrying 

out a Section 106 review. 

Tribal Consultation Plan. The ACHP recognizes that the TNF has made substantial progress to address 

earlier missteps in its consultation with Indian tribes, including the development of a tribal consultation 

plan intended to guide the development of the PA and the subsequent implementation of its terms; 

however, it is unclear how successful this tool has been thus far. As part of our last round of comments on 

the draft PA, the ACHP requested the TNF provide an update on the implementation of the tribal 

consultation plan and on the status of the TNF’s efforts to involve tribes in the development of the draft 

PA following the most recent meetings. To date, we have not received a response to these questions.  
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ACHP recommendation. The ACHP requests the TNF address our outstanding question and outline tribal 

consultation efforts undertaken since the latest version of the draft PA was released. In addition, we 

recommend the TNF consider including in the draft PA a requirement to consult with interested Indian 

tribes on any needed revision and expansion of the tribal consultation plan at regular intervals (e.g., 

annually). This stipulation would treat the consultation plan as a living document designed to help guide 

consultation with Indian tribes for the duration of the PA. 

TNF’s tribal monitoring program. As the ACHP noted in previous correspondence, the USFS’ confusion 

over the role of the TNF’s tribal monitoring program in carrying out the agency’s identification efforts 

prevented this program from fully achieving its goal of leveraging the importance of tribal consultation 

and the special expertise of Indian tribes in assessing the eligibility of historic properties that may possess 

significance to them. It is not surprising that this initiative encountered criticism despite its collaborative 

aims due to frustration regarding the TNF’s communication as to how the program would inform the 

identification process in the Section 106 review.  

ACHP recommendation. While the TNF has undertaken extensive efforts to address those concerns 

regarding the tribal monitoring program, since it is the intent of the agency to continue this program as the 

PA is implemented, we urge the TNF to include in the draft PA a specific stipulation to allow continued 

evaluation and improvement of this initiative by TNF, in consultation with Indian tribes and Resolution 

Copper.     

Resolution of adverse effects. We also recognize the significant work undertaken by TNF and Resolution 

Copper to expand the draft PA’s proposed resolution of adverse effects. The revised measures, which 

include several mitigation funds, represent significant improvements from previous drafts where the 

language and commitments were vague and insubstantial given the intent and proposed effects they aimed 

to resolve. The ACHP appreciated TNF’s response to our comments on these items. While the ACHP 

believes these measures and the above initiatives should strengthen and improve the TNF’s consultation 

efforts with Indian tribes, we also acknowledge concerns voiced by multiple Indian tribes regarding the 

significance of the historic properties affected by the undertaking and the sheer magnitude and severity of 

the adverse effects to them. We also understand that the legislation requiring the land exchange constrains 

the range of alternatives the USFS can consider to avoid or minimize such effects. 

ACHP recommendation. We urge TNF to give close consideration to the recent comments of Indian tribes 

on how these commitments in the draft PA might be improved. Further, we continue to highlight the 

importance of the USFS maintaining its leadership role in these measures by acknowledging its 

responsibility to resolve adverse effects from the undertaking and all of its parts and to consult with 

Indian tribes regarding its decision making throughout these efforts. 

Leadership Involvement.  

ACHP Observations: We recognize and appreciate the TNF’s intensified efforts at the end of 2019 to 

improve consultation, including the assignment of dedicated Heritage staff to focus solely on developing 

the PA. Yet, the agency’s ability to seek consensus on the resolution of adverse effects has continued to 

suffer from a lack of consistent USFS leadership presence guiding the consultation process.  
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ACHP Recommendation: Given the scope and magnitude of this undertaking, the ACHP would like to 

emphasize the need for Regional and Washington Office level support and involvement in the final steps 

of this consultation and in supporting the TNF as it implements the terms of the PA following its 

execution.  

Next Steps.  In addition to the recommendations above, the ACHP recommends that the TNF and 

Southwestern Region take the following steps to conclude the consultation process and finalize the 

agreement and to improve consultation and management of the TNF’s Section 106 program moving 

forward:  

 Provide all consulting parties with a summary of the comments received on the latest version of 

the agreement along with a summary of how the TNF addressed those comments – this should be 

provided in advance of any initiative by the TNF to proceed with execution of the agreement; 

 Respond to the ACHP’s review and recommendations in this letter either separately or as a part of 

the TNF’s response to comments on the current draft agreement; 

 Consider hosting a final meeting to discuss how the TNF has responded to comments and the 

TNF’s intent moving forward to execute the PA – such a meeting would include USFS leadership 

who are able to speak to the agency’s commitments in the agreement; 

 Request USFS Regional input on the establishment of an advisory board comprising volunteer 

representatives from Indian tribes with an interest in the protection of historic properties of 

religious and cultural significance on USFS managed lands. An advisory board would advise the 

TNF and other Forest Units within the Region on these matters and participate in larger USFS 

planning initiatives to ensure the views of Indian tribes are considered earlier in the review of a 

proposed undertaking. The advisory board could also provide input into the implementation of 

mitigation measures proposed in the current draft agreement. Such an initiative would represent a 

definitive and measurable commitment by the USFS to improve consultation with Indian tribes 

and could become a resource that would help the entire region in improving its tribal consultation 

responsibilities; and  

 Solicit USFS Region direction on the implementation of training for USFS staff, including but 

not limited to Forest leadership, Line Officers, and other relevant leadership and program staff on 

Section 106 procedures and responsibilities. This training should consider lessons learned from 

this consultation process, be developed and conducted in coordination with the USFS Regional 

Heritage Program, and be facilitated with input from Indian tribes, SHPO, and the ACHP. 

 

In closing, while the execution of the PA for the Resolution Copper Project and Southeast Arizona Land 

Exchange appears achievable, a significant amount of work and leadership engagement will be needed to 

ensure the successful implementation of the PA’s terms and the agency’s ongoing consultation efforts 

connected to those measures to resolve adverse effects. The ACHP remains committed to assisting the 

TNF in this consultation and in helping the agency carry out its Section 106 compliance responsibilities. 

We appreciate your consideration of our comments and recommendations on these issues.  
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If you or your staff have any questions or require further clarification, please contact Mr. Christopher 

Daniel, Program Analyst, at 202-517-0223 or via e-mail at cdaniel@achp.gov.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Reid J. Nelson 

Director 

Office of Federal Agency Programs 

 

Enclosure 
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